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Request: We are residents in Atlantic Bay Flats in Perranporth and would 
like to know the what potential risks there ever are of any waste - human 
or any other - to get into the stream that comes from Bollingey, passes 
the flats and into the sea. 
 
We would like to know if there are any higher risks also depending on 
higher rainfall throughout the year. 
 
Response: The majority of the UK’s sewerage system is known as a 
combined sewerage system, whereby the same sewers take both foul 
water containing sewage and clean water draining rainfall.  This means 
that when there is very heavy rainfall these combined sewers can become 
overloaded and spill into river systems. This is usually done in a controlled 
manner through Combined Sewer Overflows (CSO). This is why contact 
with river water should generally be avoided after heavy rainfall. 
 
Combined sewers are a legacy of a Victorian sewerage system and are 
avoided if at all possible in new developments. 
 
There is a CSO on the Bollingey Stream that runs past Atlantic Bay Flats in 
Perranporth associated with the SWW pumping station at Perranporth, 
just upstream of the Co-Op.  If this CSO spills then Cornwall Council alerts 
the RNLI and Surf Club who should post notices to inform the public. 
 
In addition to CSO spills there are also Pollution Risk Forecasts (PRF) for 
rivers that are issued by the Environment Agency.  These are triggered 
when rainfall reaches a level whereby pollution in the watercourses is to 
be expected. If a PRF is issued it does not necessarily mean that water 
quality is poor, just that it is statistically likely to be. The expected 
pollution is not necessarily associated with sewage but can be due to 
agricultural runoff, for example. 
 
Live pollution alerts for both CSOs and PRFs can be accessed from SWW’s 
Beach-live site (http://www.beachlive.co.uk/), on the Environment 
Agency website or through Surfers Against Sewage’s Safer Seas app. 
 
Please note that CSO permitting and regulation and the issuing of PRF 
alerts are the responsibility of the Environment Agency rather than 
Cornwall Council so any further enquiries regarding actual events and 
frequency should be directed to the EA. 

http://www.beachlive.co.uk/
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